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Foxy Jac captured the opening day feature at Scarborough Downs for the Camajac Stable.

RECORD HANDLE AT SCARBOROUGH OPENER
Scarborough Downs set a record
opening day handle of $264,066 May
5th eclipsing the $210,000 in 1983.
Entrepreneur Joe Ricci, President
of the Davric Corp which owns
Scarborough, rolled out the red
carpet for the Maine fans as he
unveiled the plush, two-million
dollar clubhouse.
The ultra-modern facility which
seats 600 in the main dining room,
replaces the former structure
destroyed by fire eighteen months
ago.
Pacer Foxy Jac stepped off a 2:01
mile capturing the first leg of the
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By ROBERT LOWELL
Pine Tree Series. A New England
Ricci, who is determined to create
bred by Fortune Donut, he was a Maine mecca at Scarborough,
reined to victory on a cold wet midway through the program stated
Sunday afternoon by James Ray for that the opening success was sur
passing his expectations.
Camajac Ltd. of Lewiston, Maine.
The four year old black horse
In
addition
to
the
m ajor
equalled his lifetime mark on renovations in the 10,000 seat
Scarborough’s re-designed half-mile grandstand, newly paved roads, and
track. The state-of-the-art oval with new paint everywhere,
its stonedust racing surface and
R icci announced future plans for a
banked turns was engineered by “ crystal race paddock.” A modern,
Dan Coon.
glassed-in facility which will be
Richochet Skipper finished second located adjacent to the grandstand.
for driver Willis Wittemore and
Race secretary Karl Janotta has
Dude Goodblood got High Eagle up planned Scarborough’s best ever
slate of late closing events and infor third in the opening feature.

vitationals, and presiding judge
Richard Herman informed the
horsemen, “ We are anxious to have
good, competitive racing.”
Banking the winner’ s share of the
$3,000 purse, Foxy Jac established a
new mark for the series.
The
previous event record was 2:01 4/5
shared by Lasalle Lobell and
Mastermind in 1983 and 1982
respectively.
Scarborough’ s general manager
Eric Moynihan says, “ ....when we
say: Scarborough Downs-“ Maine’s
showplace” -we mean it like never
before.”

IM PORTANT DATES AND UPCOMING EVENTS

Deadline “ Main Events” at Foxboro Raceway
All Maine and Mass yearling, two and three year old payments due
New England Sulky Championship Yearling Payment Due
Qualifying Races, Bangor Raceway
Pine Tree Pacing Siries, $3000, Scarborough Downs
Qualifying Races, Bangor Raceway
Grand opening of Whispering Pines Tack Shop, Exit 10, Maine
Turnpike
May 25 — Off icial opening of the Scarborough Downs new $2 million clubhouse
May 26 — Bucky Day Memorial Pace, $25,000, Foxboro Raceway
May 26 — Pine Tree Pacing Series Final. $5,500, Scarborough Downs

May 27 —
May 31 —
May 31 —
June 3 —
June 5 —
June
June
June
June
June

Memorial Day Classic, $7,000, Scarborough Downs
Bangor Raceway opener
Hinsdale Raceway opener
Downeast Horsemen’s Meeting and Banquet, Bangor, Maine'
Harness Racing Seminar, co-sponsored by Downeast Horsemen and
Bangor Raceway
6 — Governor Driscoll Pace simulcast at Foxboro Raceway
7 — Future Stars Pace, $2,000, (1st leg), Scarborough Downs
14 — Future Stars Pace, $2,000, Scarborough Downs (2nd leg)
15 — Closing date for entry of stock in the Maine Breeders Sale
16 — The Senator Pace, $7,000, Scarborough Downs

Check Your Address Label For Renewal Date — Save Over Single Copy Price — Subscribe Today!
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To Whom It May Concern

When I read the article in the May
issue of Hoof Beats criticizing the Mass
Sire Stakes, I couldn’t believe it! They
have almost a half million dollars in
their program. They bred nearly 500
mares last year. There are a number of
new farms in Mass, and several new
stallions with the speed and breeding to
compete with the best in the nation.
There are 178 two year olds registered

Letters
To The Editor

The Maine-bred and Maine-owned Trusty Blaze reined by Walter Case Jr.
competed successfully in the New Faces and Sagamore Series in New York and
returned to race in the Maine Stakes, completing his three year old career with
a mark of l:59h and $172,563.
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Dear Editor
I was so pleased with your write
up on Franklin. Thank Bob Lowell
for doing such a good job.
Sincerely,
Norma J. Safford
problems and considerations facing
horsemen during the course of a
race. A person who doesn’t un
derstand why a driver made a
particular move will attribute it to
poor judgment, or worse, perhaps to
deceit, whereas the real cause was a
thrown shoe, or whatever. Many
fans do not have hands-on ex
perience with horses — we hope to
bridge that communications gap by
this seminar.
The seminar will be useful for
horsemen and Bangor management,
too. Horsemen will become aware of
just what the fans don’t understand,
and it may well give them a per
spective they never h ad ----- just the
same as the fans will be gaining.
And management will be aided in its
ever-ongoing search to find just
what it is that the fan wants.
We therefore urge you to par
ticipate in this important and
historic seminar on Wednesday,
June 5.We know you will be in
terested and educated, and we think
you’ll come away with a greater
understanding of, and appreciation
for, our great sport of harness
racing.
The Downeast Harness Hor
semens Association and the Bangor
Raceway are among the first in
harness racing in North America to
implement this concept, and both
groups are hopeful the program will
achieve its desired end.
Bangor Raceway and the D.E.H.H.A

Youth Grants Available
Students considering careers in
the harness horse industry may be
eligible for grants totalling over
$7,000 from the Harness Horse Youth
Foundation.
Grants will be awarded on the
basis of both need and desire for a

Foundation’ s annual Stallion Auction.
Designed to assure the future of
harness racing, this scholarship
program represents one facet of the
Foundation’ s main objective — to
encourage the participation of youth

career in the Standardbred industry.
Serious consideration will be given
..i to applicants already enrolled in a
1 post-high school course related to
I equine studies.
I These grants to be awarded for the
I 85-86 school year have been made
possible by the contributions to
memorial funds established in the
memory of Francis McKinzie and
the Critchfield-Oviatt families and
For those interested in the Standardbred sport in New England! To facilitate efficiency also by funds raised through the

ln
rJ:l£5ted activities.
in addition to the scholarship grants,
n
\ a
?r
ai!l^?i!rPogIu,r
^c.and
helps
establlsh
4H harness clubs.
Applications for scholarships may
be obtained from the Harness Horse
Youth Foundation, 6320 Busch Blvd.,
Columbus, OH 43229. Telephone
(614) 846-1776. Deadline for filing
applications has been set for July 1,
1985. Winners will be announced on
August 1,1985.
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Dear Editor:
People that are involved in the
day-to-day activities of harness
racing, such as the management at
Bangor Raceway and the horsemen
that race here, know that we have a
sport that’ s second to none. We feel
privileged to be part of such an
outstanding sport/business.
Something that everyone con
nected with harness racing wants to
do is to spread the good word about
racing to others, and let our present
fans know more about the sport. We
firmly believe in the old saying “ To
know us is to love us.”
That’ s why Bangor Raceway and
the Down East Harness Horsemen’s
Association (DEHHA) are proud to
co-sponsor a seminar on racing,
analyzing the performance of cer
tain horses and drivers, at the
Bangor Civic Center on Wednesday,
June 5.
The seminar will consists of
trainers and drivers racing at
Bangor, meeting the fans and an
swering questions about recent
races, or about horsemanship in
general. A video cassette recorder
and monitor will be available to
show replays of recent races, with
the horsemen explaining driving
strategy or whatever questions
com e up.
We think that this seminar will be
educational for all concerned. Its
primary purpose will be to help the
fan
understand some of the

in Mass, this year. I would be willing to
bet that some of these will gain national
recognition before the year is over.
Most of the people in that “ great world
of harness racing” referred to in the
article, got their start up here in the
“ boonies” . Many of them drove local
Stakes horses and were glad to have the
opportunity.
We need to be encouraged, not dis
couraged.
The Editor

Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor. Boom Rd., Saco, Me. 04072

Horses For Sale
SPRINGFEST (Nevele Pride-Weeping Cherry) b.h.5,
2:03h Recovering from an injury, has good potential as a
trotting sire.
p rjce: $6 000 .
LAST LAUGH p.2:01.3m (Most Happy Fella-Molly O.D.)
Conditional Pacer - won five of twelve Starts Price: $3,000.
BEACH BURNER p.6 — 2:05h (Oil Burner-Riviera Time)
Solid conditional pacer.
Price: $1,500.

C a ll: 207-774-2269

REBEL BRET p. 2, 2:04. If -
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3, 1:57.3 (Bret Hanover-Propellor-Meadow Skipper)

$78,743.

A Big Handsome, Well-Bred Stallion With A Record
Of Consistency On A Half-Mile Track....
Remember! Maine Bred Colts and Fillies Are Expected To Compete
In The Breeders Stakes On Half-Mile Tracks!
• As a two-year-old he raced in Late Closers and Conditionals
at Buffalo Raceway (a half-mile track).

* His final earnings of $78,743 do not reflect the benefit o f Sire
Stakes money, as he was Kentucky-bred but Canadian-owned.

• As a three-year-old he raced the Invitationals and Early
Closers on the tough (half-mile) Roosevelt-Yonkers circuit,
com pleting the season in $90,000 claimers.

He picked up checks approximately 85% of the time
throughout his racing career.

Foals Eligible To The Maine Breeders Stakes And The New England Sulky Championship

1985 Fee — $600

THE DUPUIS FARM
116 Buxton Road
Saco, Maine Tel. 207-284-4726
Contact:

Lynn-Marie Smith, Farm Manager

Breed To A Proven Performer!
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Broodmare Of The Month
Kitte Abbe

Trusty Potentate (Trusty Dream - Kitte Abbe) and Harry Coleman at Lewiston
Raceway.
By Anthony J. Aliberti
When Harry Coleman, master of
an earlier era, piloted Trusty
Potentate to a startling 2:05.4
maiden win this Spring, observers
were quick to credit Trusty Dream,
the colt’ s sire. While that son of
Adora’s Dream is certainly virile
and prepotent, there is substance to
the maternal family of Trusty
Potentate as well.
Kitty Abbe, his dam, traces to the
Village Farm in Pennsylvania, a
long since forgotten part of the
racing fabric. But after the war The
Village Farm ’s ads and stallions
were as prominent as those from
nearby Hanover Shoe Farm.
Upsetter, a Village Farm-bred
daughter of Follow Up, produced a
pair of fillies of note, each by Gene
Abbe, the longlasting sire of a
thousand
pacers
including
Hanover’ s current sire sensation Big
Towner. Just Tuffy earned $6,000
and Abbe Louise twice as much,
verifying their durable inheritance.
When Just Tuffy was bred to Race
Time, then the pride of Florida, she
delivered Tuff Time and Maine
Time, two quick juveniles who each
grew to become hard hitting con
ditioned horses.

To The Winner's Circle...

(Our thanks to the talented M arty Riskin)

Abbe
Louise
was
sent
to
Gamecock and yet another pair of
fillies followed, Patricia Abbe, now a
New Hampshire producer, and Kitty
Abbe, the dam of Trusty Potentate.
Mumbles, one of the last sons of
Dancer Hanover, currently racing in
Maine, a $50,000 winner, sporting a
2:01 win mark traces to Abbe Louise
as well.
Quality in the family rings as true
as Lalique crystal. Trusty Poten
tate is but the latest flourish in an
extended symphony.
If there is a secret to present
success it is sire selection. Even
now, with Meadow Skipper per
vasive in pedigrees a Gene Abbe
grand-dam and a Gamecock dam
stand the test of time as well as the
Race Time-Gene Abbe cross which
produced speed the decade before.
Trusty Dream brings added
hybrid vigor from both Adora’ s
Dream
(Knight
Dream)
and
Friendly Lass, his New Zealand
dam.
Kitty Abbe was foaled in 1974,
Vigorous a Columbia George half
sister two year later, so the family
remains virile. The speed of Trusty
Potentate is hardly an accident.

Standardbreds To Show
The Downeast Horse Congress,
together with the Standardbred
Pleasure Horse Organization, are
pleased to announce that a Stan
dardbred Division will be included in
this year’s show. The classes offered
will be (1) Mares - Geldings Stallions, and Pleasure Driving,
open to both trotters and pacers.
Classes are open to horses currently
racing as well as horses used strictly
for pleasure purposes. The per
formance class will be judged on
manners, performance and the
ability to give a pleasurable drive
regardless of gait.
The awards for this division are
being donated by Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin Maker of Mt. Holly, N.J. Jo
Ann Maker is one of the founders of
the Standardbred Pleasure Horse
Organization and the New Jersey
Director for H.O.R.S.E. adoption
service. Marvin Maker, a native of
Whiting, Maine, recently celebrated
his 2,000 win.

Horses will be shown in a suitable
two or four wheeled vehicle. Teams
will be allowed, but the class will not
be divided unless entries warrant it.
Exhibitors are asked to show in
racing or stable colors and helmets.%
Eventing shirts and helmet covers
will be acceptable.
For further show information
contact: Joseph Palleschi, R.F.D. 3
Box 690, Winthrop, Me. 04364. Tel.
(207) 377-8504.
To join the Standardbred Pleasure
Horse Organization, contact: Gay
Mitchell-Snyder, 202 East High St.,
Somerville, N.J. Tel. (201) 526-0753.
NOTICE: Trophies to Donate.
Standardbred Pleasure
Horse
Organization has trophies to donate
to any Maine Fair that will run a
Standardbred Division at their
Horse Show. For information con
tact- Gay Mitchell-Snyder, 202 East
High St., Somerville, N.H. (201) 5260753.

Lewiston Closer
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WHISPERING PINES
STABLES & TACK
511 BLACKSTRAP ROAD - FALMOUTH, MAINE 04105
(207) 797-9524

FOR SALE
We Have Sold Our Farm

Stabilizer driven by Tom Mclnnis won the $10,000 Leonard Pooler Memorial
recently at Lewiston Raceway.
by A nthony J. A lib erti

The Lewiston Spring meet ended
moments after stakes bound Classy
Burt etched a new lifetime mark of
2:03 and change. After fifty cards,
when Bob Dow shut down the bank of
florescent lights, more than $6.5
Million passed through the mutuel
system, an average of more than
$130,000 per card, more than $10,000
per dash, the highest in either
catagory ever for a harness track in
Maine.
But a meet is not measured by
dollars alone.
This Spring both
Lewiston Raceway’s trot and pace
track records were rewritten, each
with Don Richards as pilot. The
Spring trot class was as quick as any
ever to race in Lewiston.
Dana
Swett’ s Stonegate Consort and
Rosario Bussiere’s Hard Time Rosie
battled all meet, but it was Bob
Allen’ s Star of Lov and equalled
earlier in the meet by Stonegate
Consort.
The record pace mile was more
dramatic. After $4,000 invitational
horses chased Trusty Star, Most
Happy Rod answered the challenge.
WSentiment went with the invader,
but Trusty Star with Walter Case in
the
bike was the solid mutuel
favorite.
Then Bobby Grenier
countered with
Don Richards.
Richards left with Most Happy Rod
and never looked back.
1:58.4
seconds later secinds later the new
track mark was history,
Two weeks later, on the closing
night the the $10,000 Leonard Pooler
Invitational, pacers flirted with the
new mark, but night racing and a
still chill kept Stabilizer two-fifths of
the record.
Though the Invitational and top
class horses earn lasting accolades,
many lesser horese paid feed bills
this meet. Several overnight and
claiming horese, headed by Pat

Time, earned between $2,000 and
$5,000 this meet, taking the sting out
of winter.
Meet driving honors were won by
Bob Sumner for top U.D.S. and Dude
Goodblood for most wins, but many
drivers shared the success of this
meet. Kelly Case, Dave Ingraham,
and Greg Bowden, three talented
young drivers piled up wins. Leigh
Fitch finished up strong after a
month haitus, and stalwards Don
Richars and
Freeman Parker
visited the winner’ s circle often
enough so fans could not neglect
them either.
With Slick Silent, Pub’s Cub and
French Major the Chow Stable wat
tops at the track.
This meet was also a test of fire for
both the Top of the Track and
Assistant
General Manager Bob
Dow.
Dow took control when
Leonard Pooler left for Florida.
Mid-meet Pooler died, and Dow
made all day to day decisions.
Meanwhile
the
track’ s
concessioneers had the place humming,
vindicating their continuing in
vestment in Maine racing.
Sunday April 21 marked the return
of Gary Mosher, Walter Case, Jr.,
Ted Wing and others in the North
American Driving championship,
ultimately won by Wing.
Race Secretary Clayton Smith
sprinkled
several late
closers
throughout the meet, the most
successful revealed speed from Flat
Iron Collins and Don’t Let It was
French Major who was best in the
$3,900 final.
Until this meet Lewiston raceway
never had a $200,000 day.
They
opened the meet with $206,000 and
closed wireh $205,000.
Racing
returns
Sunday October 6 with
Shrine Day and the finals of the
Maine Stakes on October 13.

REDUCTION SALE
Several broodm ares in foal to HOLLAND 1:55.2 are being offered for
sale. Most have foals at their side by either HOLLAND or W H ITEY’S
FELLA 1:53.4. There is no charge for many of these mares. Only the
applicable stud fees need be paid. And in som e cases even the applicable
stud fees have been reduced. Call (518) 692-9274 and a listing will be
mailed to you.

STALLION:
Bravo Bret (Bret Hanover-Shoo Shoo Byrd) $1,500. or
will lease. Nice stallion to work with. Registered for
stakes.
BROODMARES:
Betty Bonus (Glenbrooke-Betty Tassel) has been
pronounced in foal to Bravo Bret Due Feb. 1986 $400.00
with $600.00 stud fee to follow.
Gypsy Win (Goose W in -R s ^ J Schuyler) in foal to Big
Albie stud fee paid D’c ^ / 8 5 $1,000.00
Bit 0 Chocolate (DutcK$V-Farm ers Dream) in foal to
Travelin Boy stud fe c u n d Due 8/85 $800.00
3 YR. OLD FILLY:
Travelin Gypsy (Travelin Boy-Gypsy Win) Stakes Eligible,
trained as a two year old $500.00
2 YR. OLD GELDING:
Dublin or Nothing (Skipper Glenn-Betty Bonus) has had
some training, Stakes Eligible $1,000.00
YEARLING FILLY:
Bet-Lyn Bonus (Travelin Boy-Betty Bonus) Stakes
Eligible $500.00
Also For Sale
Horse Walker — 2 speed $1,200.00
Artificial Vagina $ 2 5 0 .P ^ S s t $395.00 new)
Kington 2 w jh ra ile r^ l.S O O .O O
1982-29HP3Kubota (4 wheel drive) tractor $8000.00
Grand Opening “ Whispering Pines

All-New Tack Shop”

Portland North Business Mall At Exit 10 Maine Turnpike On May 22nd
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The Maine Circuit
ByLEE ALLEN

Participating drivers: (l. to r.) Jim Doherty Ted Wing, Walter Case Jr., Bob Summer, Freeman Parker, Gary
Mosher, Dude Goodblood, Norman Dauplaise, Mike Gagliardi, Don Richards, Bill Faucher
and Leigh Fitch.

North American Driving Championship
Ted Wing has been coming to
Driving Championships just as long
as Bob and Jean Ferland have been
playing host.
Though Wing is
always happy to return to Maine he
always seems to get back to New
Jersey slapping someone else’ s
back. But this year after Loron’s
First crossed the wire ahead of the
rest of the field, Ted Wing was
congratulated as the winner of the
fourth North
American Driving
Championship,
a mainstay
of
Lewiston Raceway’s spring meet.
This year it was a home spun
event. Wing was joined by Walter
Case, Jr.
and Gary Mosher,
returning expatriots. Leigh Fitch
was back in the bike, returning after

a month’s haitus. Don Richards was
officially honored for his 3000 wins.
He was bolstered by Freeman
Parker, and local representatives
Dude Goodblood and Bob Sumner,
the top dash and U.D.S. drivers of
the meet.
But there was glamour as well
with Mike Gagliardi filling in for
Billy O’ Donnell (Fancy Crown drew
in at Rosecroft, it was an offer
O’ Donnell
couldn’t
refuse).
Previous winners Billy Faucher and
Norman
Dauplaise sparked the
afternoon as well.
But those who believe these
sessions to be serious measures of
driving ability or indeed actual

ON THE RAIL
The winds of change are blowing
through horse racing skies. It effects
both the runners and harness racing
and points to an era of widespread
competition based not on the love of
the horse but on the opportunity to
bet on those horses through pari
mutuel wagering.
In the past 30 months, five new
states have passed legislation
legalizing the pari mutuels. And
when they are added up we find that
all but 15 states in the United States
now permit the “ iron men” to be
operated within their borders,
Oklahoma conducted its first pari
mutuel meet in 1984 — Thoroughbred — and this year the runners
will have it all at a new $67 million
facility called Canterbury Downs a
few miles from downtown Min
neapolis and St. Paul. However,
com e 1986, Minnesotans will have a
chance to see the trootters and
pacers, too, because Canterbury
Downs will devote 95 of its racing
days to the Thoroughbreds and 50 to
harness. Meanwhile, in north cen
tral Minnesota, a feasibility study
has been completed by some people
who are wondering whether that
part of their world is ready for the
ponies.
Last November 6, the citizens of
Missouri decided it was time they
had a little action in their state and
so they voted to approve a con
stitutional amendment to legalize
pari mutuel betting. Governor John

by PHIL PINES,

Director

by A nthony J. A lib erti

competition are mistaken.
The
afternoon was one of camaraderie of
stories of shared experiences and of
celebration.
Bucky Day was remembered, as
was Leonard Pooler, initiated the
North American Driving Cham
pionship three years ago.
There
was
a
measure
of
satisfaction for everyone. In ad
dition to Wing, other winners in
cluded
Walter Case, Jr., Gary
Mosher, Leigh Fitch and Mike
Gagliari. Don Richards accepted
accolades and gifts, then piloted
Most Happy Rod to a lz;58.4 track
record win. No more could be asked
of an afternoon.

The Hall of Fame of the Trotter, Goshen, N.Y.

Ashcroft recently appointed a five
member commission and it won’t be
long before those folks will be off to
the races. The most appropriate site
would probably be a neighbor to
Kansas City where the population
base is the strongest.
It is the population that deter
mines where new tracks are con
structed. Auburn Downs, still abuilding 25 miles south of Seatle,
Washington, is scheduled to open in
November of ’85 — the first time a
m ajor harness track has opened in
the
northwest.
When
the
Meadowlands said, “ C’ mon in !”
eight and a half years ago they had,
because of their northern New
Jersey location, 40 million people
within a two-hour drive to draw
from. Other locations look toward
The Meadowlands sports com plex as
a guide for their own develop
ment.And it is interesting to note
that The Meadowlands, with all its
attractions within the complex,
receives 90% of its operating profits
from the racing of horses.
The Iowa legislature gave its
blessing to a legalized pari mutuel
bill a couple years ago. Four
licenses were approved: one of them
was given to the horses; three others
went to the dogs. And in southland,
Georgia is musing over the idea of
allowing the pari mutuels to enter its
state. They like the sports com plex
idea that would serve the exploding
metropolitan area of Atlanta.

Meantime, out in Kansas, the
nearest thing to racing was Dorothy
being whisked away by a twister into
the Land of Oz — until now. It is
estimated that 60% of the Kansans
would
support
pari
mutuel
legislation but it might take a wizard
to get it done.
A task force reported to the
Tennessee senate that racing would have a positive impact on the state
and said they thought a pari mutuel
bill be passed. But one of the state
senators believed the proposal
should be placed on a back burner
until the 1985 session convened.
Finally, deep in the heart of youknow-where, horse racing seemed to
be on the verge of returning to Texas
after nearly a half century ab
stinence. Supporters of pari mutuel
wagering lost their battle by two
votes in the House after winning in
the Senate. After licking their
wounds, the supporters introduced
legislation again this year and
legalized betting once again was
shot down. And so, because the
Texas state legislature meets every
two years, the rallying cry has
already gone up “ We’ll be back in
’87!”
Observers of the scene believe
horse and harness racing, like so
may other industries and business
corporations, will lead for the Sun
Belt in the future — only if betting is
permitted. It’s a mutuel feeling of
respect.

Freeman Parker, Warren Strout,
James Ray, Don Richards, Foxy Jac,
Star Of Lov and Most Happy Rod took top
honors on the Maine circuit for the month
of April.
Parker is Al-Var Driver of the Month.
Strout and Ray tied for Al-Var Trainer of
the Month. Slick Silent is Al-Var Pacer of
the Month, and Star Of Lov is Al-Var Trot
ter of the Month.
Most Happy Rod and Star Of Lov both
broke track records at Lewiston. Don
Richards was the driver both times.
Parker drove five horses to magic AlVar figures, 80 or higher for trotters anl.
100 or higher for pacers. Parker posted an
81 with trotter Wolf Anton, 113 with pacer
Armbro Blaze, 112 with pacer Foxy Jac,
108 with pacer Omac and 106 with pacer
Time Captain.
Dave Ingraham reached magic fig
ures four times. Dude Goodblood, James
Ray, Don Richards and Walter LaFreniere each had three magic-figure drives.
Strout and Ray both reached magic
figures four times as trainers. French
Major, twice, and Slick Silent, twice, did
it for Strout. Foxy Jac, three times, and
Chester Baron dia it for Ray.
Robert Allen and Ron Patoine were
trainers that reached magic figures
twice.
Foxy Jac was the only pacer to have
three winning trips with ratings over 100.
His ratings were 112,108 and 103.
A four-year-old son of Fortune Donut.
Foxy Jac is owned by Camajac Ltd. ot
Lewiston. James Ray is the trainer. Ray
and Freeman Parker did the driving.
Star Of Lov and Hard Time Rosie each
had two winning trips over 80. Star Of Lov
had the highest ratings, 97 and 87. Hard
Time Rosie had marks of 85 and 87.
Star Of Lov broke his own track trot
ting record at Lewiston, April 26, with a
2:04 clocking. That produced an Al-Var
speed rating of 97, the highest of the sea
son to date.
Star Of Lov previously broke the Le
wiston track record last spring with a 2:05
mile. He also holds the track record at
Bangor.
Star Of Lov is owned and trained by
Robert Allen of Cumberland. Don Rich
ards and Frank Woodbury did the driv
ing.
The top single performance for a pacer
during April was the sensational 1:58.4
mile turned in by Most Happy Rod on
April 21. Rod had fractions ot 29, 59.1 and
1:28.4 in smashing the record.
Most Happy Rod, who has a 1:57.2 win
this season at Pompano Park in Florida,
is owned by Roger Bourgoin and Paul
Cote of Auburn. Al Grenier is the trainer.
It was the most successful meet ever
for Lewiston Raceway which averaged
$130,000 a program.
Following are pacers that posted AlVar speed ratings of 100 or higher
Most Happy Rod, D.Richards
123
Stabilizer, A.Mclnnis
120
Armbro Blaze, F.Parker
113
Trusty S ta r D.Goodblood
112
Foxy Jac, F.Parker
112
Chester Baron, J.Ray
110
Slick Silent, D.Ingranam
110
Omac, F.Parker
108
Wonder Bunny, L.Fitch
108
Jill C., D.Gloodblood
108
Foxv Jac, J.Ray
108
Slick Silent, D.Ingraham
107
French Major, D Ingraham
106
Time Captain, F.Parker
106
Hallfiela Dream, K.Case
105
Miro Hanover, L.Fitch
105
Pat Time, G.Bowden
105
Devil’s Den. W.LaFreniere
103
Crane Hill Italia, D.Richards
103
Foxy Jac, J.Ray
103
Special Service, B.Sumner
102
Wonder Bunny, E.Cooper Jr.
102
Red Gent, W. Whittemore
102
Race Me Aggie, W.Childs
102
Moments Dream, T.Vanidestine
101
Don’t Let It End, H.Hall
101
Mike’s Spirit, D.Gray
101
J.C.’s Tarpon Star, D.Goodblood
101
French Major, D.Ingraham
101
Following are the trotters that posted
Al-Var speed ratings of 80 or higher
Star Of Lov. D.Richards
92
Hard Time Rosie, W .LaFreniere
87
Star Of Lov F .Woodbury
87
Hard Time Rosie, W .LaFreniere
85
Wolf Anton, F.Parker
81
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This Classy Campaigner
Looks Good From Every Angle!

Foals Eligible To Maine Breeders Stakes, New England Sulky Championships And Royal Stallion Stake.
VICTORY SONG 1 :5 7 .3
NOBLE VICTORY 2 , 2 :0 0 -1 :5 5 .3 $ 5 2 2 ,3 9 1
EMILY’S PRIDE 1:5 8

GIBSON LOBELL 2, 2:09h

- 3, 2:03.2h - $80,241.

H OOT MON 2 :0 0
GLEE HANOVER 2, 2 :0 8 .2 h -3 , 2 :0 5 .1 h $ 4 0 ,6 4 4
GLEEFUL HANOVER 2 :0 6 .2

GIBSON LOBELL has the qualities necessary for a top sire... Give your mare
a chance, at the low introductory fee of $400. You’ll be glad you did!
Contact:

THE DUPUIS FARM
(Just Two Miles From Exit 5 — Maine Turnpike)

Lynn-Marie Smith, Farm Manager Buxton Rd., Saco, Maine 04072
Tel. 207-284-4726
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Trackman Supreme

By Anthony J. Aliberti

1985 Bangor Raceway

Schedule

Post Time
7:30/Sun. 4pm
Dark, Mon/Tues.

■■ i k i r

JUNE
M O N TU E

W ED T H U R FRI

SAT

SUN

W ED T H U R

SAT

Dan Coons directs the redesigning of the Scarborough oval, a scientific procedure
which includes resurfacing and banking of turns.

There’s something in the human
spirit that drives men toward
barriors. It becomes a look in the
eyes. Watch Dr. Jarvik, or Dr.
DeVries talk about artificial hearts,
or Lee Iococca explain about selling
cars.
Then there’ s Dan Coon, builder of
race tracks. Coon exudes con
fidence, and why not. Dan Coon is
local representative of his father
Chuck Coon the premiere race track
builder in America.
Scarborough
Downs
invested
nearly $100,000 in Coon’s experience.
He worked into the fall, until frost
interceded, then returned this spring
to finish. Dan Coon will remain on
call throughout the meet. The new
banked oval was created by Dan
Coon with a grader, from his
fam lly’ s mathematical equations.
Blueprints and 17,000 tons of
stonedust turned Scarborough clay
into speed. Coo n reworked the track
from the hub rail to the outside
fence, honing it to his specifications.
Coon works from first-hand ex
perience. His family has constructed
or reconstruced more than 70 tracks
across the nation, crossing all
breeds. They are the creators of
most of Am erica’s fastest tracks.
Coon did both tracks at Lexington,
Kentucky’s Red Mile, both the mile
and hall mlle tracks are the fastest
in their respective catagories says
Dan Coon. He’s worked on Monticello’ s track and the super swift
oval at Delaware, Ohio, site of the
Little Brown Jug, and at Loinsville

Downs, home of the Kentucky
Pacing Derby.
There is method to the Coon
operation, and a good deal of
mathematics as well. They establish
a varying angle, like the edge of a
french curve, and move out from the
hub rail. In theory the changing
curve not only makes the track fast
through
the
turns,
but
also
minimizes the angle at which the
horse’s hoof strikes the ground,
minimizing the stress, and reducing
the risk of injury. If the track were
straight there would be no angle at
all, but with the tight turns of the
half mile tracks a great elevation is
needed. A Coon track resembles
racing in a bowl. “ You can only see
the top of the grader from the
paddock.” Coon said. Outside horses
will loom above horses along the
rail. Like an Ollympic luge roaring
down a mountain, the horses find a
track within the curve they can use
and pace almost as though they were
traversing a straight course.
But turning the mathematics into
reality means moving angles in dirt.
“ I am a surveyer.” , Says Coon. His
eye and the grader do the rest.
Coon hopes the Scarborough track
will be 2-3 seconds faster than
before, (track record 1:57.3) “ You
can’t always help cheap horses, but
they should last longer.
But
definitely the track record will be
broken this year.”
A 1985 Scarborough track mark of
1 :5 5 .3 !!!??, awesome.

JULY
MON

r—

TU E

—

FRI

5

3

6

XFinal

®

7

©

©

10

SUN

1 2

11

13

®

1 4

©

.....:..

19

18

17

20

(BS)
2T

3FP

3T

24

Fair

25

Fair

(BS)
2CP

2FP

~
21
(d)
> < F in a l

3CP

26

Fair 9 7
2pm
$5000

28

invitational

“Your Guide to Racing Thrills!”
(C ) - Coors Series. To p Raceway Pacers com pete for
over $10,000 in purses. June 8 ,1 5 , 22, 29.
(A ) - Aroostook Series. (Pacers) June 13, 20, 27, July 4.
First 3 legs, $1,500. Final $2,500.
(D ) - Downeast Series. (Trotters) July 7,14,21. First 2 legs,
$1,500. Final, $2,500.
(C ) - “ Super Sunday Giveaw ay” every Sunday of the
season Plus “ Super Giveaways" on July 4th and
closing Saturday, July 27th. Thousands of Dollars in
Free Prizes!
(BS) -Breeder Stakes. The finest 2 and 3 yr. old M aine
bred trotters and pacers.
Workmen put the finishing touches on the $100,000 entry road to the Scarborough
Downs track, where every effort has been made to accommodate patrons.

Age/T=trot/P=pace/F=filly/C=colt, i.e., 2CP=2 yr. old Colt Pacer
Race.
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N.A.S.R.C. News
Racing commissioners from many Commission and a representative
jurisdictions recently convened in from Behavior Research Inc., a
Miami, Florida at the Annual company that provides date on drug
Meeting of the National Association abuse to industries, as well as
of State Racing Commissioners to designing corporate policies and
address racing’ s problems.
intervention methods.
One racing commissioner obit was a spirited discussion with
served that race-tracks are really considerable apprehension shown by
small cities and that the com- the Jockeys’ Guild concerning the
missioners
are
the mayors, random drug sampling of jockeys.
Racetracks thus have not only
The discussion also led to a
racing’s problems to contend with, recommendation by the Uniform
but also the social problems of Rules Committee of the NASRC as to
society. Within the m icrocosm of detection and penalties for alcohol
society (racetracks) are the doers of and
drug
abuse.The
recom good and evil, the rich and the poor, mendation provides for testing of all
the young and the old, and a blend of racing licensees upon reasonable
cultures and languages, all coming grounds. It is designed to find a user
together under the intensity of and allow him one chance to “ d ean
competition.
up his act,” but for a second
The racing commissioners present violation, the licensee is suspended
addressed one of society’ s chief with mandatory enrollment in a
problems which is also one of the rehabilitation program approved by
greatest
social problems on the the racing commission, and possible
backstretch — the problem of reinstatement of the racing license
alcohol and drug abuse.
only at the discretion of the racing
Harness racing accosted the commission,
situation several years ago with the
There is concern that if all racing
introduction of the breathalyzer test jurisdictions do not adopt the rule,
to determine alcohol interference, those states which do not will
Harness racing has also begun to becom e havens for drug and alcohol
recognize and deal with the drug abusers who cannot control their
interference problem in several problems. Also, theft on the
states through human drug testing backstretch has becom e an acute
similar to horse drug detection concern for horse owners. It is felt
methods.
that these thefts support alcohol and
The NASRC conducted an in-depth drug habits,
panel discussion concerning alcohol
Consequently, HHI, with the
and drug abuse. HHI’ s president, assistance of the USTA and NASRC,
Dominic Frinzi, appeared on the will begin a drug and alcohol
panel with representatives of the awareness program designed to
Jockeys’ Guild, the New Jersey educate the people in the racing
State Racing Commission, the New industry to the dangers and conYork State Racing and Wagering sequences of the abuse of these
Board,
the
Maryland
Racing substances.
# # #

V

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Foals Of The Month

Sis Anette (Mar Con Demon - Marie S.) and stud colt by The Fireball.
SIRE
APRIL
Romano Hanover
Charo’s Skipper
Nevele Pilot
Keystone Tryst
Charo’s Skipper
Romano Hanover
Keystone Tryst
Copter Lobell
Romano Hanover
Romano Hanover
Bold Kid
Peanut Gallery
Romano Hanover
Peanut Gallery
MAY
The Fire Ball
Stephen 0
Keystone Tryst

# jp. jml jp.

DAM

SEX

OWNER

Marion B. Scotch
Mayville Hanover
Some Advance
Bellfire
Armbro Benita
Peggy Butler
Little Balynea
Cartagena
Motivator
Tourtella
Lady Viking
Sonnet Maria
Namahana
White Oasis

Filly
Colt
Colt
Filly
Filly
Filly
Filly
Colt
Colt
Filly
Colt
Colt
Filly
Colt

Earl McLaughlin
Young Meadow Farm
Cead Mike Failte Farn
Don Wight
Young Meadow Farm
Gerry Robinson
Frank Woodbury
Ernest Houle
Roger Fournier
Cead Mile Failte Farm
C. Lewis & G. Libbey
Dupuis Farm
Cead Mile Failte Farm
Dupuis Farm

Sis Avette
Pretty Kitty
Kristy D.J.

Colt
Colt
Colt

Douglass Hutchins
Nathalene Watson
Art Van Wart

(Please send information on foals born each month — The Editor)

jp.

^

#

jml

First Annual

BREEDERS SALE
S a tu rd a y S ep tem b er 7 th
At

1 0 :3 0 A .N .

SC A R B O R O U G H DOW N S
Sponsored By The
Maine Standardbred B reeders And Owners A ssociation
Tlio open sale w ill in clu d e y e a rlin g s , tw o and th ree y e a r old S tak es
E lig ib le h o r s e s , w e a n lin g s anti b re e d in g s to c k . C a ta logu e fe e is $25
with 5% com m ission f o r iH.S.II.O.A. m em bers and 10% f o r n on -m em b ers.
C ata logu e clo s in g d ate is June 15th. Will w elcom e an y a d v e r tis in g :
C o n ta c t T h e F o llo w in g M e m b e r s F o r F u r t h e r I n fo r m a t io n A n d E n t r y B la n k s
C a r l C h a m b e r la in 2 0 7 4 2 M 0 8 I
B e r t F e r n a ld 2 0 7 - 7 8 2 - 4 9 2 7
M a r i l y n Ifr a n a g a ii 2 0 7 - 9 1 0 - 5 0 2 8
Ru(h \ o r t o n 2 0 7 -7 9 7 -4 4 1 8
J e a n C liiltls 2 0 7 - 8 5 4 , - 2 /i;

k*

i

«( . *
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VMANT JAMES
iRM PIT
\N D A ’S VICTORY
IROSCOGGIN
1IE TRYST
VIE FRAM ES
¥’S BLUE VELVET
)THER REASON
tICIA
)N ABE
S HERITAGE
. KNOX
LLAMY RIVER JE F F
a rs RICHIE
ST WHIRLER
:n c o q u e t t e
SHOT WILLIE
4G’S FREEDOM
ACK PRINCE
SHANE
BBIE M.
NZITA
OM BOOM OBRIEN
JCK’S FILLY
JTTANY THREE
tOWN DIRT COWBOY
JRNT STAR
B.’S SKIPPER
IL’S PRIDE
1RELESS COMET
IECKMATE PETE
rllEF IRA B
HINBRO KNOX BELLE
HINBRO KNOX BREN
HINBRO KNOX DM
HINBRO KNOX FLO
HINBRO KNOX GEM
HINBRO KNOX LORI
HINBRO SUPER KNOX
HINBRO TANGLETIME
IVIL’S MARGE
LAIR MONEY
.ARISSA 0
LOVER LEAF
LOVER RAINBOW
OMMANDATE
OMMANDER VANDER
RAFTY ROYAL
REME ALA CREME
•ANCER’S SKIPPER
)EBRA
JENNY'S RIVER KING
>IZZY DEAN
)ON HALLORAN
)UBLIN OR NOTHING
2LAINE O
ELECTION'S DAISY
2MILY L
EUNICE
FABIAN RIDGECREST
FAITH RIDGECREST
FALCON RIDGECREST
FAN RIDGECREST
FANCY RIDGECREST
FANNY RIDGECREST
FASHION RIDGECREST
FEDORA RIDGECREST
FIESTY BANKER
FIRECRACKER GEORGE
FLAME RIDGECREST
FLICKA RIDGECREST
FLICKA SWIFT
FLORA RIDGECREST
FREDA RIDGECREST
FREDIA’S SKIPPER
FREEMAN RIDGECREST
FRENCY RIDGECREST
FROSTY RIDGECREST
GAELIC ARGON
GAELIC BRIO
GAELIC COMMAND
GAELIC FIREBRAND
GAELIC NEVELE
GAELIC SHEBA
GAELIC TEMPTER
GAELIC TORTALLA
GAELIC VAMP

HONEY’S BANKER
I’M A DREAM MAKER
I’M SUPER SMOKE
I'M IRISH, LAD
J.A. SKIPPER
J.W. MARX
JARL RACER
JILL’S JACK
JO-LO JOHN

MAINE STANDARDBRE1
GET A JOB
GOOD CHOICE
GOVERNOR STEPH
HIGH RANGE
HILLTOP COUNSEL
HOLLY FLIRT
HOLLY HOCK KRISTI
HOLLY HOCK LANCE
HOLLY HOCK MAJESTY

JO-LO LINDA
JOEY’S IMAGE
JOLLY ALMOST HOME
KAHULA KEN
KATIE MARIE
KILMEADEN
KIMBERLY BLAZE
KIMMIC WAL

Loring Norton holds the filly (Watchful-Keystone Satan)

i p Horrors (Stephan O-Bonnie Special) and Alton Henderson at Lewiston Raceway
■For owner Glenn Deletetsky.
'

TR O TTE R S M

Two Yea
Maine
produces.

Michael Graffam holds the colt (Mr. Suffolk-Lisa J.)

Roval Fella (Stephen O-Mv Gal A.) owned by Richard and Daryl Parker trains
at Lewiston Racewav.

Terradan (Travelin Boy-Trusting Terri) stands for Walter Leland and is trained Dennis May and Lin’s Traveler (Travelin Boy-Linda Sota) owned by Kevin
t>y Frank Woodbury for Gordon Tait.
,, 3’ Brien trains at Cumberland.

........-....--- -

- ~ - .....

—• ——

*

Big Shot Willie (Skipper Glenn-Trotwood Darlene) trains at Cumberland Raceway

i ^ —^

Kimmic Wal (Topper Lobell-Golden Tassel) ownrclby~W’aiter L e la n d ^ j^ F a t|

Cumberland^a^jwavfoi^ran^Voodburv^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^l
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D BREEDERS STAKES
ND PACERS
ar Olds

KNOTCH HILL SIS
KRYSTAL BETH
L & J ’S LEE
LADY SUE LEE
LASOR THROCKMORTON
LAVISH GINGER
LAVISH STAR
LTL TRAMP
LIN-MAR WILLIE

Miss Muffet (Watchful-Loring Hill Lass) owned by Mary Bennett is trained by
Luke Varnum at Lewiston Raceway. ____________________ ___________________

U N ’S TRAVELER
LORD OF THE BREEZE
LUCK’S LOVELY LASS
LUCKY T.J.
M & K’S DREAM
M & M’S IMAGE
MM SKIPPER K
MABEL’S HOPE
MAC’S MISS KRIS

MADAM’S MISSY
MAIDEN SNOW
MAINE STAR SKIPPER
MAINEIAC
MARY B
MARY NAY
MEADOW GOLD SAM
MEADOW TIM
MILFORD MEADOW

Windsock Topless (Topper Lobell-Star Byrd) a handsome colt purchased by Judv
Burke at the Lewiston sale.

Stable a T le w il‘m 7 R L Ppw0ivNamahana> and Wi,bur Brawn at the E,mer Ballard" Lin Mar Willie (Skipper Knox-Lin Mar Sally) and Dave Ingraham at Lewiston
pianie at Lewiston Kaceway.
Raceway for owner Ival Cianchette.

Sandy Ann’s Delite (Flying Tackle-Deanna’s Delete) trained by Doug Gray at
Lewiston for owner Arthur Streich.

s L-oveiy Lass iscotcti Banker-Luck Ahead) and owner-trainer Shawn
Hanley at Lewiston Raceway.
na n

Governor Steph (Stephen O-Take The Gate) and Ron Hafford who trains for Jim

Wicked Good (Best Jeffrey-Wicklaw Nam) owned by Penny Bubier trains at

MILLER MAGIC
MISS JANIE HAYES
MISS MUFFET
MISS WORTHY BRET
MISSEY’S GAMBLER
MISTY RAE EXPRESS
MOTHER MARIE
MOTHERSDAY MIRACLE
NADINE’S GIRL
NIKKI O
NONESUCH SPLENDOR
0 AMY SING
0 HAPPY ME
0 HORRORS
OAK RIDGE DEDA
OUZO
P .B .’S PILOT
P and J ’s LIL ACES
PACE AWAY GYPSY
PACEALONG TILLIE
PAULA 0
PETERM EER
POPLAR STAR
PRETTY INDEPENDENT
QUODDY BAY
RACE ME. RICHARD
RACE ME. TONIGHT
RAE LEE ROSA
RICK A BOB
ROBBIE’S SPEED
ROMIE’S FLIGHTAWAY
ROMIE’S SUPER JET
ROSIE’S RUSTY
ROYAL FELLA
RUNNING DUMMY
RUSTY ROGUE
SANDY ANN’S DELITE
SARA BLY
SARAH THE TERROR
SCOTCH KNOX IMP
SENATOR SUZY
SHE’S A SWINGING
SKIPIAN
SKIPPER GAVIN
SKIPPER’S FIRST LADY
SKIP’S KIM
SPRINGTIME TINA
STEPHANIE D.
STEPHANIE DIRECT
STEVE O DAY
STORM’S NEVER LAST
STRAWBERRY RHUBARB
STRIKE-IN
SUFFOLK’S BUDDY
SUFFOLK’S LADY
SWEET ROSE 0
T.C.’S SIZZLE
T.C.’S TEDDIE
TEA TIME CINDY
TEM PERED T
TERRADON
TERROR HART
THE BOUNTY HUNTER
TIFFANY’S BEST
TREAT’S TRICK
TRUSTY ANTIGONE
TRUSTY PARADE
TWO KEYS ROCKY
VALLEY’S BOY
VON MANDATE
WAG’S BEST YET
WAVE ADIEU
WEST RIDGE JAKE
WEST RIDGE KIM-K
WEST RIDGE LESLIE
WEST RIDGE PETER
WICKED GOOD
WILBEA MARIONETTE
WILLY WASHER
WINDSOCK PRINCESS
WINDSOCK SNOWSTORM
WINDSOCK SPACESHOT
WINDSOCK STAR GAZER
WINDSOCK TOPLESS
WINDSOCK TRUE LUCK
WINKY LOU
YONDER HILL
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Alumni Challenge At Foxboro

Competing in the Alumni challenge recently at Foxboro Raceway (1. to r.) Leroy
Copeland, Ted Wing, Track Publicity — Carl Metcalf, Bill O’Donnell and Jim
Doherty.
B y CARL M E T C A L F.

F oxb oro P u b licity

“ M agic” Bill O’Donnell led an allstar team of outstanding drivers on
an assault to Foxboro’ s 5/8 mile oval
last Sunday afternoon, May 5. The
squad, all Foxboro alumnus, consisted of O’ Donnell, Ted Wing, Leroy
Copeland, and Jim Doherty. These
top reinsmen were teamed against
Foxboro’s current leading drivers David Pinkney, Jr., Steven Le
Blanc, Richard Pugliese, and John
Marshall.
The alumni team was flown into
Boston via private aircraft to par
ticipate in the special promotion, to
winch track officials directly at
tribute an extra $50, to $60 thousand
dollars to the 302,317 matinee han
dle.
Bill O’Donnell, North A m erica’s
leading money winner and HTA
driver of the year for 1984, turned in
two victories in three dashes to show
the way for the alumni contingent.
The all-star quartet defeated the

Foxboro foursome by some 40 points
in the scoring system used for the
event. Bill O.’ s tallies with Silky
Sassey and Say Aloha was countered
by Richard Pugliese’ s score behind
Take A Hint in the three race series.
The visiting drivers also picked up
winning catch drives with Masako
(Ted Wing) and Firebrand (Jim
Doherty).
On the same card, the tenth race
feature was won by top preferred
handicap pacer K C Three. The
length and ZA victory conducted by
Wendell Donaway in the sulky
established a new seasonal mark of
1:57 2/5 for this son of Adios Vic. The
strong field also attracted Gawain
Butler, second with David Pinkney,
Jr., at the reins, and Broadway
Premier, who finished third with
Peter Blood in the bike. The sixth
victory of the season for K C Three
boosted his 1985 earnings over the
$25,000 figure.

Bucky Day Memorial

Personality Profile - Bruce Stearns
By JANE WARRINGTON
When Rockingham Park burned
down a few years ago New England
lost not only a major race track, but
it lost many of its great horsemen as
well. They say, “ It’ s all ill wind that
doesn’t blow somebody some good” ,
and
Liberty
Bell
Park
in
Philadelphia, Pa. seems to have
corraled a large share of the “ Good”
to come out of the Rockingham fire.
One of the best additions to their
staff was the former Publicity
Director from Rockingham Park,
Bruce Stearn.
Until the fire, Bruce, a native of
Dover, N.H., had served first as.
Assistant, and then Director of
Publicity from 1965 to 1980.
Bruce started his love affair with
harness horses while still in high
school. During that time he got to
travel and see the country during the
summers.
Immediately
after
graduating from Brewster Academ y
in Wolfeboro, N.H., he landed his
first officials job as Assistant Race
Secretary and Stall Superintendant
at Kentucky Raceway in Florence,
Kentucky. From there he worked his
way north serving as Assistant Race
Secretary at Laurel Raceway,
Laurel. Md., Freehold Raceway,
Freehold, N.J. and as Assistant
General Manager at Pocono Downs
in Wilkes-Barre, Pa. His next career
move was to Rackingham Park.
Once he was back home he con
tinued
his
education
at
the
University of New Hampshire
setting his Bachelor of Arts degree
in History. He did his Post-Graduate
work at U.N.H. and also at Boston
University’ s School
of
Public
Communications.
Bruce
even
managed to squeeze four years of
school teaching into that schedule!
“ Not only is Bruce extremely
knowledgeable in harness racing but
he kept up his interest in Thorough
bred racing even after Rockingham
closed,” comments Steve Wolf,
form er assistant to Bruce and now
Publicity
Director for
the
S.B.O.A.N.J.” I worked with him for
three years and he was a great
teacher. He’ s very accessible to the

horsemen and has good rapport with
the media and pressmen. He is
responsible
for
the
exquisite
coverage of the Breeder’ s Crown at
Liberty Bell Park. He did a terrific
jo b !”
Since his move to Liberty Bell
Park, in addition to his duties as
Publicity
Director
Bruce
has
worked with several live T.V. shows.
His work has been featured on such
shows as P.B.S., Sixty Minutes, and
A.B.C. Sports to name a few. His
writing is no less impressive. As an
award winning Harness Writer his
works have appeared in every major
harness pacing pulbication in
cluding Hoof Beats, Harness Horse
and Hub Rail. In fact, Bruce has
served as President or National
Director of every Harness and
Sports writer’ s Association on the
East coast!
While at Rockingham Park, Bruce
started collecting post cards of
racetracks. Over the years he has
aquired somewhere over 1,000
cards, including 45 different views of
Rockingham Park. He also owns one
of the most extensive and complete
collections of U.S.T.A. Year Books
and Sires and Adams books. His
collection also includes the entire
series of Wallace Yearbooks and
Registers.
Bruce has another unusual hobby.
It’ s one where his Knowlege and love
for history and harness racing are
combined. Bruce searches for the
graves of some of Harness Racing’s
heros. He’ s one of a few people who
know the exact spot where the great
Abbedale is buried! Presently he’s
in the process of researching and
finding the grave of Goldsmith
Maid.
Bruce’ s move to Liberty Bell Park
was certainly a loss to New England,
but the sport of harness racing has
definitely benefited by his presence!
Personable, quiet, capable, ac
cessible, knowledgeable, ... these
are some of the things that make
Bruce not only a fine gentleman, but
also a welcome asset to the sport of
harness racing.

B y SH A R IA N N E W ALK ER

(FOXBORO)...In honor of the late
Bucky Day, Foxboro Raceway has
announced the naming of its first of
three major stakes races this year
as the $25,000 Bucky Day Memorial
winch will be held on Sunday, May
26th.
Alfred “ Bucky” Day, who passed
away last month, was a legend to
New England harness racing and
the leading driver at Foxboro for
many years.
The Bucky Day Memorial will be
an annual invitational event winch,
according to Director of Racing
Rick Stroud, is hoping to attract
many of the top pacers in the
country. One possible entrant will be

Fleet Gipsy owned by the Farro
Brothers of Boston and trained by
Bucky Day’ s son, Roland. Fleet
Gipsy recently finished third to
champion pacer On The Road Again
at Maryland’ s Rosecroft Raceway.
The leading dash driver at the
time of the invitational event will
present the first Bucky Day
Memorial Trophy to the winning
owner and a plaque to the Day
family.
Foxboro Raceway’s other major
invitationals are the $25,000 Spirit
of Massachusetts scheduled for July
21st and the $50,000 Discovery Pace
slated for October 13th.

Driver Milestones
Michel
Lachance
and
Bill 422 wins, holds the runner-up
O’ Donnell, the driving champions of position this year.
1984, have gotten a fast start away
O’ Donnell demolished the single
from the gate in 1985.
season earnings record by nearly $3
Lachance, a 34-year-old native of million last year with winnings of
Quebec, led all drivers in North $9,059,184. The 36-year-old O’ Donnell
America with 466 victories last year, holds a lead of nearly $200,000 over
The dominant driver on the com- his friendly rival John Campbell,
petitive Yonkers-Roosevelt circuit Between them, O’Donnell and
in New York, Lachance is currently Campbell have accounted for the
ahead of last year’s pace. O’ Don- earnings championships for the last
fafell. ,WHdfinished second in 19814Witb. Six
v /t fv f '*

Bruce’ Stearns, Director of Publicity in Liberty Bell’ Pdi'k*. ‘ *
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Foxboro Raceway
presents

THE MAIN EVENTS FOR 1985
EVENT #1: THE SIMON C. BISHOP MEMORIAL PACE
For Three Year Olds that are non-winners of $35,000 lifetime as of May 15,1985.
Nomination Fee: $200.00
Starting Fee: $100.00
1ST LEG — FRIDAY, JUNE 21,1985 . . .
...........................PURSE $4,000
2ND LEG — FRIDAY, JUNE 28,1985 ....................................PURSE $4,000
FINAL -

SATURDAY, JULY 6, 1985..............................PURSE $20,000

EVENT #2: THE FOXBORO FRESHMAN PACE
For Two Year Olds
Nomination Fee: $200.00

Starting Fee: $100.00

1ST LEG — FRIDAY, AUGUST 2, 1985 ................................. PURSE $4,000
2ND LEG — FRIDAY, AUGUST 9 ,1 9 8 5 ................................. PURSE $4,000
FINAL — SATURDAY AUGUST 17, 1985 .................. PURSE $20,000

EVENT # 3 : THE FOXBORO FILLY FRESHMAN PACE
For Two Year Old Fillies
Nomination Fee: $150.00

Starting Fee: $100.00

1ST LEG — FRIDAY, AUGUST 23, 1985 ............................... PURSE $3,000
2ND LEG — FRIDAY, AUGUST 30, 1985 ............................... PURSE $3,000
FINAL — SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 1985 ......................... PURSE $15,000 ADDED

CONDITIONS
1) Nominations for all three events close May 15,1985
2) All events to be raced at one mile — one dash.
3) All events will be conducted under the rules and regulations of the Massachusetts State Racing Commission, the United
States Trotting Association, and Foxboro Raceway.
4) Declarations close at the advertised time for overnight events for that day.
5) Nomination fee must accompany all nominations. All nomination and starting fees will be added to the final.
6) Purse distribution will be 50% - 25% - 12% - 8% - 5%.
7) If there is more than one division of any of the qualifying legs, each division will race for 100% of the advertised purse.
8) Post positions for all events will be drawn by lot.
9) Horses with the highest total earnings in the qualifying legs will compete in the final. The final will be limited to ten
separate interests with no more than two declarations from any coupled entry. In the event that any of the highest
money earners fail to declare, the next highest money earners will be eligible to the final. In the event of horses eligible
to the final with equal money earnings, they will be drawn by lot. The money earners who fail to draw in will draw for
also-eligible positions.
10) Foxboro Raceway reserves the riqht to reject any entry, call off any event not filling satisfactorily, and cancel any event if
conditions warrant.
11) Stall space for nominees may be revoked at any time.
12) All entries must meet the qualifying standards of Foxboro Raceway.
Make Checks payable to: FO X B O R O RACEWAY
Mail to: RACING SECRETARY, P.O. BOX 558, FOXBORO, MA 02035, PHONE: (617) 543-5331 ext. 121/122
NOMINATION BLANK
NAME OF HORSE

EVENT

COLOR/SEX

NAME OF SIRE

NAME OF DAM

OWNER

ENTERED BY

Nominations close May 15,1985

ADDRESS__

u

m

o

DRIVEN TO WIN

C ITY ________
STATE
telep h o n e

ZIP
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One F or The Record Books
B y BILL ELL IS

When Diane Long guided Don’t a three hundred dollar purchase.
Bug Me into the winners’ circle on
Don’t Bug Me improved to the
February 16 at Pompano she not point where John Wallick started to
only was celebrating her first sub jog the horse and found that this
two-minute win but also was horse had healed from his broken
receiving recognition for being the bone and was going to head back to
fastest female driver in the sport of the races. Again John went to Diane
harness racing, on a five eighths Long to drive the horse and to the
tracks.
Diane Long hails from surprise of Diane this horse not only
Marstons Mills, Ma and it was there was healthy again but had im
that her family introduced her to the proved. Don’t Bug Me had some
world of racing. The racing that she problems
getting
around
a
started with was that of pony racing. racetrack before but now he went
To this day Diane stills competes around without any troubles. Most
with the ponies at Lakeville, MA folks would be happy that the horse
and with more than twenty five was just back to the races but this
years of pony racing under her belt horse surpassed his prior winning
is probably one of the all time ways and excelled into the open
leading drivers in that sport.
class at Pompano.
In the early
The horse that she teamed with to going of 1985 Diane had just missed
set her world’ s record is a rags to recording her first sub two minute
riches to to riches story. Don’t Bug win as Don’t Bug Me missed by a
Me was headed to the glue factory head in 1:57.2 to finish, second then
when Lillian Wallick convinced her missed the following week by a half
Shiaway St. Pat, previous Hambletonion winner and Bert Beckwith after a husband John that the four year old length in 1:57.2 to finish third, then
winning effort recently at Foxboro.
son of Adios Ronnie should be given smelled victory again but was
another chance at the races. The denied in a photo finishing second in
couple had purchased the horse for 1:57. Two more starts would go by
Hambo Day came up rainy in 1981, question of what he can do in a three hundred dollars and then when Don’t Bug Me and Diane Long
started to see if they had made a received the perfect trip as they sat
the first year it moved from Du race.”
Quoin to the Meadowlands. The
On that soggy Hambo Day at the mistake. John had worked with the second the whole mile behind
purse was $800,000, $500,000 more Meadowlands four years ago, there horse but then by chance they met Ravenova as fractions of 28.4, 58.2,
than any Hambletonian in history.
was no horse better. In the first heat, Tom and Diane Long at a local pony 1:26.4 flashed up on the teller timer
The winner was an outsider Olaf won the first division and racetrack. John entrusted the horse but when Diane brought Don’t Bug
named Shiaway St. Pat, driven by Shiaway St. Pat took the second. to the Longs’ and they raced him at Me across the wire two and a
Canadian Ray Remmen.
Hall of Famer Howard Beissinger Pompano in the winter of 1983 then quarter lengths ahead of the second
Shiaway St. Pat will be starting in guided Super Juan to a win in the brought him north to compete that place Ravenova the teller timer
summer at Foxboro.
The horse flashed up a world’ s record time of
the 10th race at Foxboro Raceway third heat.
Tuesday night, April 23rd. He’s
The three winners came back for started to make a name for himself 1:55.3 This was the fastest a woman
coming back after a serious hind leg the race-off and Shiaway St. Pat after having about a half dozen driver had ever gone on a five
Diane is back at
injury that had threatened to end the turned in a length and three quarters sucessful starts. Then when things eighths track.
looked
good,
Don’t
Bug
Me,
cam
e
of
Foxboro
now
competing
with her six
gelding’s career.
win over Super Juan in 2:02.3. The
Now owned by the Farro brothers, winner was only the third gelding to the track limping and had to be horse stable and Don’t Bug Me
carried into his stall.
The vets stayed in Florida. I wouldn’t be a bit
Angelo and Joseph, Boston area take the Hambletonian in 56 years.
analyzed that the horse had broken a surprised if both Diane and Don’t
lobster dealers, Shiaway St. Pat is
Shiaway St. Pat (Tarport Devlin being handled by veteran driver- Patricia Sue, by Speedy Scot) is bone and probably wouldn’t race Bug Me were again teamed up to
trainer,
Bert
Beckwith,
who Michigan bred owned n ‘81 by the again. Back to Florida the horse take on Foxboro’s best and who
went to retire. There was sadness
qualified Shiaway in 2:04.2 on April Shiwassee
farm
of
Durand, that the horse was through racing knows maybe on some hot summers
night at the Route One oval a new
13th.
Michigan and now a 6 year old. He
Now comes the big race test has lifetime earnings of $537,885 and but then what could you expect from world’ s record could be set.
against some of the standout trotters a mark of 1:59.44 set as a 3 year old.
on the grounds, like Idle Love, His last win came at Freehold in 1983
Songster and Blast Me T C.
in 2:01.3. he was out of racing last
Contact Editor now to reserve advertising space fo r the
Beckwith, a 23-year veteran at year.
Rockingham, Foxtoro and Hinsdale,
This is a big test for the form er
months ahead. Avoid last minute preparation!
likes what he’s seen of Shiaway St. Hambletonian winner, a strong
Pat. “ He has a great attitude, he campaigner who loves to race and
Call: 2 0 7 - 2 8 2 - 9 2 9 5
loves to do what he’ s doing and so far has the heart to regain his big time
has qualified good. Now it’ s just a style.

Hambo Winner Comes Back

BE WISE — ADVERTISE!

Opening May 31st

J iin s d a le
^ ^ ^ N e a r Brattleboro. 3 miles off R oute91, Exit One
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VETERINARY NEWS

Dr. Gustave Fackelman uses a video camera while a horse is guided through the treadmill, used in gait analysis

When using the term “ state-of-theart” , writers mean to imply that
whatever it is that they are referring
to has achieved a condition of ex
cellence.
The expression is often used to
describe Tufts School of Veterinary
Medicine’ s Hospital for Large
Animals in Grafton, Mass.
Although relatively new (the
hospital was opened in June of 1982)
the facility offers Standardbred and
other sport horse owners some of the
best in diagnostic service and
veterinary medical care.
Of special interest to Stan
dardbred owners is Tufts’ nuclear
medicine capabilites.
Under the
director of noted radiolgists, Dr.
Lawrence J.
Kleine, Associate
Professor of Surgery, and Dr. Philip
Koblik, Assistant Professor of
Surgery, the radiology department
at the Large Animal Hosptial is able

to offer New England horsemen one
of the only three veterinary nuclear
medicine programs in the United
States. With this equipment, the
doctors and technicans at Tufts can
diagnose the most subtle problems
without upsetting the horse. With
this equipment, tests called noninvasive procedures, can demon
strate finite bone, ligament, tendon
and soft tissue problem areas. With
this information, surgeons and
clinicans can make more positive
diagnoses and therefore offer better
treatment.
The radiology department, in
addition
to
the
usual
x-ray
capabilities, can also perform
diagnostic larygoscopy, endoscopy,
arthroscopy, and ultransonography.
If radiographic studies of the entire
back are required, it is possible for
these to be obtained by using the
school’ s portable gamma camera.

A premature Standardbred foal recovers in the Tufts neonatal intensive care unit,
which is equipped with an incubator, two padded stalls, a Bennet respirator and
a waterbed.

Often, a combination of nuclear
medicine tests in conjunction with
computerized gait analysis will be
used to determine the answers to
such questions as whether or not a
horse is ready to train; what stress
bones , ligaments, tendons, and
heart and lungs undergo in race
conditions, and whether or not
certain
changes
in
training,
showing, or diet will produce better
race results and better techniques
for the prevention of injury.
Most of the veterinarians at Tufts’
Large Animal Hospital have world
wide reputations. Dr. Cook has
been published in many journals and
in
Equus Magazine for his
knowledge of diseases and problems
of the head and neck. Dr. Gustave
Fackelman is a recognized authority
on orthopedic surgery and has
pioneered many innovative or-

thopedic surgical techniques. He
cam e to Tufts from the University of
Pennsylvania’ s New Bolton Center.
Dr. Howard Seeherman, who is a
tremendous asset to Tufts’ Gait
Analysis
Laboratory,
is
a
veterinarian who graduated from
the University of Pennsylvania and
who holds a Ph.D. from Harvard
University.
Another progressive feature Tufts
offers is their reproduction
program.
Dr.
Robert Lofstedt
heads the program and is an expert
on reproduction problems. As part
of the reproduction study program,
Tufts was able to obtain through the
generosity of Meadow Brook Farms,
the services of the famous Meadow
Skipper
stallion,
Cavalcade.
Cavalcade,
a handsome black
stallion, once stood at Castletcn
Farms in Lexington, Kentucky and
now stands at Tufts. His offspring
have earned nearly $2 million.
For teaching purposes, and handson breeding experience, the ad
vantage of having Cavalcade and a
number of fine Standardbred mares
at Tufts is obvious.
Many very
generous Standardbred owners have
graciously donated mares to the
program and Dr. Lofstedt has been
able to use these mares for
reproductive, breeding and foaling
research studies that will benefit all
horseowners.
A happy byproduct of the
reproduction program is that Tufts
has some fine Standardbred foals for
sale. For more information on any
of these foals, please contact Tufts’
Barn Manager, Paul Ducharme at
(617) 839-5302.
For intensive care of premature,
orphaned or newborn foals that need
lifesaving support, Tufts’ Large
Animal Hospital has a neonatal
intensive care unit. One of the very
few in the country fully equipped to
handle these foals, the unit is headed
by Dr. Mary Rose Paradis who
com es to Tufts from the University
of Georgia.
If you have not been to Tufts’
Hospital for Large Animals, it is
certainly
worth
a
trip
to
Massachusetts for a tour. Tours are
not given on week-ends, but any
weekday afternoon is fine. For more
information, or to arrange a tour,
please write or call. Judy Francisco
or Maria Ciampa, c /o Tufts School
of
Veterinary Medicine, 200
Westboro Road, N.
Grafton, Ma
01536, (617)839-5302.

Two N.Y. bred yearling colts that are for sale to benefit Tufts research program
(left) Valient Bret - Queenly Joy and (right) Good Time Knight - Daisies Never
Tell.
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N.J. Award Winner — Butler B.G.
At a recent breeders meeting the
New Jersey Standardbred of the
Year award went to the outstanding
Butler B.G. As a three year old in
1984 this pacing stallion, sired by
B.G. Bunny, won 8 of 17 races, with
one second and one third-earning
$419,605 in purse money.
Butler B.G. dominated the New
Jersey Sire Stakes for the second
straight year with victories in the
$100,000 and $50,000 finals at the

Meadowlands
and
Freehold
Raceway.
For the majority of 1984, he
competed
against
the
best
sophomore pacers in the nation.
Butler B.G. captured the $164,000
Prix d’ Ete Pace at Blue Bonnets ini
1:53.4, tying him for two national
season’s leader for three year olds
an a five-eights mile track. He was
trained and driven by “ New
England’s own” Ted Wing.

Freehold Raceway reopened recently under the “ bubble” air structure where
4,400 fans turned out to enjoy the return to racing.

Freehold Reopens
Freehold Raceway once again
rose from the ashes on Monday,
April 15 as the nation’ s oldest pari
mutuel racetrack reopened its gates
for live racing with the use of two air
supported structurres for a six-week
meeting.
Racetrack
management
had
planned on opening earlier with the
“ bubbles” for simulcasting of the
races from The Meadowlands, but
the Supreme Court decision put a
halt to simulcasting and within just
two weeks, Freehold Raceway was
back in action with live racing for
six weeks, April 15 to May 27.
Racing fans, despite an all-day
misty rain, attended the opening
with a crowd of 4,412 fans wagering
$452,196. The betting per-capita was
$102.50 per head, $15.25 more per
head than with the opening of the
tent meeting last year.

Vet Views
Horseowners and veterinarians
have a new arsenal of weapons in the
continuing war against parasites,
particularly strongyles. These in
clude both treatments against
parasites
and
new
pasture
management practices.
In a recently-concluded study at
Ohio State University, Rupert Herd,
M.V.Sc., Pti.D., and his associates
examined parasite infectivity of
horse pastures... Dr. Herd and his
colleagues took an epidemiological
approach in the three-year study,
surveying the pastures to learn what
kinds of worms and larvae were
present, where, when and in what
amounts. The portion of the study
conducted in the United States was
funded by Morris Animal Foun
dation, Englewood, Colorado, a
non-profit
organization
which
sponsors studies of the health
problems of horses, dogs, cats and
zoo animals.
The scientists learned that the
usual techniques of collecting worm
larvae on two “ W” -shaped transects
of each pasture can’t be used ef
fectively in horse pastures. Horses
use about half of their pasture area
for grazing, the “ lawns,” and half of
defecation, the “ roughs” where they
will not graze unless forced to do so
by overcrowding or poor conditions.
“ There is a division of the field
into dining room and lavatory,” Dr.
Herd explained. “ The study showed
that the lavatory may contain 14 to
15 times more worms than the dining
room .”

McLoone also spoke very highly of
both the New Jersey Racing Com
mission and the New Jersey State
Police for their cooperation in
allowing the “ bubble” meeting to be
held and for making it possible to
carry out the pre-race blood testing
of the horses. The pre-race blood
testing is essential in conducting a
legal race meeting in New Jersey.
There were still a few minor
problems that had to be solved after
the opening day crowd, but both
betters and horsemen can look
forward to an excellent month of
racing in May.
Freehold Raceway management
is planning to soon start construction
of the new racing clubhouse and
grandstand that wilt gear towards
completion by the end of May and
will reopen again with the “ bubbles”
on August 1.
This realization have the in
vestigators better testing techniques
which enabled them to measure
larvae in the herbage actually eaten
by horses.
The numbers of larvae present
follows a seasonal pattern, with a
decline in the spring and a dramatic
rise in summer or fall. Horse
droppings serve as a reservoir of
infection, with larvae spreading into
adjacent lawn areas when enough
moisture is present. In a wet sum
mer of fall the grazing area can
becom e highly infected.
In the northern United States
there are two distinct rises in fecal
egg counts, one in May and one in
August or September, followed by
big increases about 2 to 4 weeks later
in the infective larvae in the pasture.
It is this stage of the parasite which
is dangerous to horses.
This information helped the
scientists to formulate control
programs based on as few as two
wormings a year.
Grazing horses are at serious risk of
picking up parasites in the field from
June on, Dr. Herd points out, if
preventive treatments are not given
in spring and summer. Treatments
in the spring during the study
eliminated the spring rise in egg
output from the horses, but not the
summer rise. However, horses
treated in the spring just before the
rise in egg count was to occur
showed lower recal egg count
throughout the summer than horses
treated with the same drugs on the
common 8-week program.
Using the new wormer iver

Butler B.G. and Ted Wing exemplify the teamwork necessary for a winning
combo in the demanding world of harness racing today.

mectin, Dr. Herd’ s group treated
horses once in spring (M ay) and
once in summer (July). There was a
6-fold reduction in pasture larval
counts, and the late season rise in
pasture infectivity was reduced.
This reduction of larvae in the
pasture continued through the start
of the grazing season the next
spring. They learned that no amount
of treatments in autumn and winter
reduce high pasture levels of in
fection once they have occurred. Dr.
Herd’ s study demonstrated the
importance of preventive treatment
in spring and summer.
Dr. Herd suggests that parasite
control be aimed primarily at the
small strongyles, which usually are
95 to 100 percent of the larvae found
in the pastures. Veterinarians used
to believe that these parasites were
not harmful to horses, but they
account for more than 95 percent of
the worms found in horses. Recent
studies have shown they are harmful
and can be fatal.
“ They are probably a major cause
of poor performance,” Dr. Herd
said.
About nine or ten species of small
strongyles are most prevalent. Of
these, eight are known to have
developed
resistance
to
ben
zimidazole drugs.
Ivermectin paste suppresses fecal
egg counts for six to ten weeks, other
wormers for four to five weeks.
Fewer treatments lessens the
chance of drug resistance.
For breeding farms in the nor
thern part of the country, Dr. Herd
and his associates recommend the

following procedures:
All new arrivals and returning
mares are treated with a non
benzimidazole drug and kept in
stalls for 48 hours before they are
turned out to pasture.
Foaling mares are treated after
foaling before joining other mares
and foals at pasture, and every eight
weeks with ivermectin or every four
weeks with other drugs in spring and
summer to eliminate seasonal rises
in egg counts. Foals eight weeks of
age and older are treated on the
same day as their dams, as well as
at weaning. All horses are given a
boticide in the fall.
Weanlings and yearlings are a
special problem because of their
high susceptibility to ascarids and
strongyles. Recent studies by Dr.
Herd while on a North Atlantic
Treaty Organization fellowship at
the
Equine
Research
Station,
Newmarket, England, showed that
this group does not respond well to
worming
strategies.
However,
excellent parasite control can be
achieved by twice weekly removal
of feces.
Several thoroughbred farms at
Newmarket use a tractor-drawn
pasture vacuum to pick up manure.
This has the added advantage that it
increases the grazing area by about
50 percent through elimination of the
ungrazed roughs around feces.
“ The practice of spreading horse
manure straight from horse stalls to
pasture is to be deplored as it
represents a serious hazard to
horses,” Dr. Herd said.

MASS
HORSE

American Doc
Angela’s Ben
Atkinson
Baby John
Bah Bah Bret
Baron Sharlu
Bill Bailey
Brazil Gambler
Brazil’s Shadow
Captain’s Henery
Cin-Al Senator
Circle’s Gambler
Cory’s Nick
Come On Wiff
Da-Pa-La
Dimple Duke
Donna’s Billy Star
Donnybrook Jim
Donnybrook Sam
Dr. Bowens
Dutchman Overland
Eastfield Dad
Eastfield Paul
Eastfield Richard
E.M. Endless Magic
Ensign Sharlu
Express Power
Fairtime
Farbro Gold
Farbro No-Knox
Flip Turn
Forest Grapes
Gallery Star
Gordie’s Dream Luv
Greg’s Charger
Guvson
High Mass
It’s Blitz
Jarb’s Time
J.K. Rascal
J.M. Recording
Jud’s Delivery
Kartlane Kid
Kargin Harmony
Kid Bruno
KMS Va-Ga
Doctor Henery
Demon Smoke
I Do It
Land Baron
Larceny
Lee’s Mighty Dream
Luxury Leo
Marok In Rob
Mister Big
Mr. Barret
Mr. Priz Biz
Huntin Star
La Hombre
Nina’s Boy
Nothing To Lose
Overland Big Boss
Pacealong Roger
Pete’s Pride
P.G.V.
Poko J
Quicksilver
Rant N Rave
R. Bucky J
Rich Super Stock
Richelieu Ora
A Rich Knight
R.J. Romano
Riv-Lea Calculator
Riv-Lea Circus
Riv Lea Galaxy
Rock Haven
Roman Breeze
Roman Chase
Romanoff
Rud Kims Blitz
Seans Star
Shake The Bank
Sharp Lee Count
Sharp Lee Napoleon
Steady Goose
Sleepy Knight
Star Of Han
Stormy’s Luck
Sutton Star

SIRE STAKES
SIRE
COLTS
(American Shadow)
(Nevele Leader)
(Romano Hanover)
(Romano Hanover)
(Freedom Bret)
(Drill Instructor)
(Romano Hanover)
(Brazil)
(Brazil)
(Magic Mirror Man)
(Bonnie Time Boy)
(Maxie Hanover)
(Cory)
(Bonnie Time Boy)
(Highland Piper)
(Sleepy Sam)
(Star Passer)
(Armbro Lightning)
(Swift Andy)
(Big Power)
(Overland Hanover)
(Del Almahurst)
(David’s Boychick)
(Miles End Steve)
(Miles End Steve)
(Nevele Leader)
(Big Power)
(Bonnie Time Boy)
(American Shadow)
(American Shadow)
(Romano Hanover)
(Drill Instructor)
(Peanut Gallery)
(Starpoint Dream)
(Peanut Gallery)
(Guv)
(Miles End Steve)
(Blitzen)
(Kiley Moraka)
(Miles End Steve)
(Cory)
(Peanut Gallery)
(Kiley Moraka)
(Most Happy Harvey)
(David’s Boychick)
(Kiley Moraka)
(Peanut Gallery)
(White Richelieu)
(White Richelieu)
(Jovial Fella)
(American Shadow)
(Starpoint)
(Rockville William)
(Kiley Moraka)
(Overland Hanover)
(Romano Hanover)
(Kar Hanover)
(Starpoint Dream)
(Good Knight Star)
(Armbro Lightning)
(Yankee Poncho)
(Overland Hanover)
(Fancy Star)
(Miles End Steve)
(Miles End Steve)
(Blitzen)
(Peanut Gallery)
'Firecreek)
(Miles End Steve)
(Split Stock)
(White Richelieu)
(Good Knight Star)
(Romano Hanover)
(Peanut Gallery)
(Peanut Gallery)
(Peanut Gallery)
(Split Stock)
(Roman Key)
(Romano Hanover)
(Romano Hanover)
(Blitzen)
(Good Knight Star)
(Mighty Battle)
(Maxi Hanover)
(Maxie Hanover)
(Steady Bullet)
(Good Knight Star)
(Starpoint Dream)
(American Shadow)
(Cory)

OWNER

R. Sears
A. Bellezza
C. Morehead
J. Winters
A. Ryan
L. Brudnick
H. Bailey
S. Gilmore
P. Landry-L. Leblanc
J. DisTefano
W. Sutherland
K. Orr
E. Smith-L. Ramsey
M. Gruber
R. Lavallee
R. Germinario
V. Tessier
J. Fahey
J. Fahey
L. Brudnick
J. Galvis
P.&R. Vacca
J. Depetrillo
R. Tisbert
V. Ernst
L. Brudnick
V. Boyd
W. Greenwood
P. Mathewson
R.&B. Farrar
J. Gilbert
A. Grass
P. Battis
J. Wanczyk
L. Smith
F. Tenney
R. Slobody
A.& D. Guidette
T. Jarboe
C. Klewiec
L. McGee
J. Wheeler
C. Karter
V. Hawkins
R. Olsen
R. Crispino
S. Cochran
R. Beauregard
J. Bryant
C. Yount
M. McKusker
J. Wanczyk
L. Clough
T. Jarboe
G. Gardner
J. Lynch
R. McGuire
J. Wanczyk
G. Mizo
E. Gardner
M. Buono
J. Galvis
A. Nason
J.C. Smith
D. Vincent
C. Johnston
Young Meadow Farm
P. DiDonato
G. Pointkowski
R. Richards
J. Loureiro
DeVincent Stable
Redmond Stables
W. Tefft
W. Tefft
W. Tefft
P. Rockwell
E. MacConnell
D. O’Brein
A. Hill
G. Mizo
G. Mizo
P. Hart
A. Pineault
K. Guidette
R. Latham
A. Dufresne
J. Wanczyk
W. Greenwood
F.&H. Fedorczuk

Eligible Two Year Olds
Sutton George
Swifties Ace
Swift William
T.C. Bruno
Tony’s Sharlu
Treasure Power
Wellington Pride
Wheelers Lil Demon
Windy Lucas
Win Might Win
Overland Notice

(Miles End Steve)
(Swift Andy)
(Swift Andy)
(Freedom Bret)
(Nevele Leader)
(Big Power)
(Peanut Gallery)
(David’s Boychick)
(Miles End Steve)
(Peanut Gallery)
(Overland Hanover)

F.&H. Fedorczuk
C. Gaucher
J. Fahey
Three Chimneys Farm
L. Brudnick
V. Boyd
W. Whatmough
G. Bruton
N. Ayotte
J. Galvis
Dan Ber Stable

FILLIES
Andi’s Andy
Aerian Gal
After Halley
Anita
Bartley’s Babe
Big Girl
Blitzen’s Beauty
Brooklyn Beauty
B.S. Dream Machine
Candice Cory
Caution Light
Classy Image
Cory’s Gal
Crane Hill Lucille
Crescent Moon Lite
Donnybrook Queen
Donnybrook Rose
D.G. Windsweeper
Eastfield Joy
Eastfield Lady
Elm Street Agnes
Fancy Fess

(Swift Andy)
(Peanut Gallery)
(Peanut Gallery)
(Peanut Gallery)
(Nehru)
(Big Power)
(Blitzen)
(Miles End Steve)
(Starpoint Dream)
(Cory)
(Fancy Star)
(Romano Hanover)
(Cory)
(Roman Key)
(J.P. Butler)
(Armbro Lightning)
(Swift Andy)
(Overland Hanover)
(Del Almahurst)
(David’s Boychick)
(Maxie Hanover)
(Fancy Star)

Farbro Chance
Farbro Dream
Farbro Ginny
Farbro Missy
Farbro Princess
Fly Fly Faye
Gert’s Flirt
Glen Abbey
Good N’ Jolly
Hannah Blake
J.B. Kitten
Jovial Jess
Jovial’s Lady
Kate’s Kit
Kathy B Quick
K.M.S. Joy
Lavish Candy
Leading Queen
Little Old Lady
Lynell Cory
Majestic Vickie
Miles End Carol
Miles End Sissy
Miss Potential
Miss Prestons Fella
Nancy’s Girl
Nefertiti Star
Nehru’s Devil
Nolapamani
Ocean Born Mary
Parade Rest
P.D. Cute
Perfect Sharlu
Princess C. Butler
Proud Fili
Hurricane Robin
Holly’s Magic
Kiss & Pace
Foxy Peanut
Ralston’s Remie Babe
Really Fancy
Rio De Janiero
Roman Battine
Same Old Story
Sara’s Willow
Sea Millie
Sizzle Sharlu
Star’s Curly Dream
Stay The Knight
Sugar Blitz

(American Shadow)
(American Shadow)
(American Shadow)
(American Shadow)
(American Shadow)
(Nevele Leader)
(Miles End Steve)
(American Shadow)
(Cory)
(Drill Instructor)
(Kar Hanover)
(Jovial Fella)
(Jovial Fella)
(Lasting Pleasure)
(Romano Hanover)
(Kiley Moraka)
(Peanut Gallery)
(Nevele Leader)
(Miles End Steve)
(Cory)
(Drill Instructor)
(Miles End Steve)
(Miles End Steve)
(Good Knight Star)
(Jovial Fella)
(Nevele Leader)
(Good Knight Star)
(Nehru)
(Mozart Hanover)
(Maxie Hanover)
(Drill Instructor)
(Miles End Steve)
(Drill Instructor)
(Mozart Hanover)
(Peanut Gallery)
(Rockville William)
(Magic Mirror Man)
(Mighty Battle)
(Mighty Battle)
(American Shadow)
(Fancy Star)
(Brazil)
(Roman Key)
(Roman Key)
(Nevele Leader)
(Miles End Stretch)
(Drill Instructor)
(Starpoint Dream)
(Miles End Steve)
(Blitzen)

Tarport Babe
Wordly Affairs
Zeff’s Image
Unnamed
Unnamed

(Miles End Steve)
(Miles End Steve)
(Peanut Gallery)
(Freedom Bret)
(Armbro Lightning)

R. Shepard
P. Battis
L. Collins
A. Lader
M. Davis
L. Smith
G. McCall
J. Lucibella
J. Wanczyk
W. Shea
Crescent Stables
J. Mackenzie
J.&J. Kunkel
D. Guidette
J. Schram
J. Fahey
J. Fahey
R. Goodwin
P.&R. Vacca
R. Vacca
D. Guidette
F. Guitarini
A.& G. Ducharme
R.&B. Farrar
R.&B. Farrar
R. Gillis
R.&B. Farrar
R.&B. Farrar
M. Weiner
G. Pointkowski
J.&L. Connolly
G. Story
A. Grass
M. Boisse
R.&P. Hall
A. Savarn
J. Hall
J. Kemp
R. Crispino
B. Kellis
A. Card
J. Kinneen
W. Shea
Dr. Morrison
J. Mendelson
J. Marshall
A. Nelson
A. Savarn
A. Bellezza
R. Franklin
R. Cross
K. O’Reilly
B.&S. Cocharn
Houle Farm
M. McCarthy
L. Brudnick
G. Pelletier
M. Moreshead
H. McNiff
G. Carey
P. Hart
P. Hart
M.A. Farrar
R. Slobody
R. Blassberg
W. Shea
G. Story
L. Brudnick
K. O’Reilly
A & D Guidette
J. Wanczyk
A. Ducharme
F. Wagner
S. Zajchowski
E. Shepard
T. Garb
W. Aldrich
G. Smith
E. Letendre
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Proximity Award Winner

Chapman Rem em bered

By ROBERT LOWELL
Life can be short. It is hard to struggles seem to go hand in hand,
believe that five years have come
The Bible tells us to have a
and gone since the untimely death of cheerful countenance and Chappie
John Chapman, at 51.
sure had it. When it comes to a big
Known throughout the industry as race, if the rent was due, it sure
“ Chappie” , he was stricken by a would be nice to have a Chappie in
heart attack May 2, 1980 before the sulky, but that smile reminds us
leaving
home
for
Roosevelt to be of good cheer.
Raceway. A popular and highly
Chapman drove some of the
successful catch driver, Chapman sport’ s greatest stars including
was a member of the Hall of Fame. Governor Skipper, Diller Hanover,
In 1973 and 1974, he won the and Valiant Bret. In 1958, he won the
Roosevelt International Trot back to Castleton Stake, The Greyhound and
back with Delmonico Hanover.
The Horseman Stake with Diller
Each Memorial Day, we set aside Hanover. In 1973, he won the Lady
time to eulogize and remember Maud with Skipper’ s Dream and in
those love ones who have gone on 1969 and 1972 and 1972 he captured
before. Often we find ourselves the Lady Suffolk with Flowing Speed
asking why some flowers seem to be and Delmonico Hanover,
plucked seemingly before their
In 1974, he also won The Titan with
time. While we ask why, there seems Delmonico Hanover,
to be no answer. We just have to
In 1977, he guided Governor
accept it, and continue on life’ s Skipper to the winner’s circle at the
journey.
Little Brown Jug. He took the classic
But, John Chapman had an in- in straight heats of 1:56 1/5 and 1:56
spiring story. While to be sure, 2/5.
Rambling Willie and driver/trainer Bob Farrington score at Foxboro Raceway Chappie had his share of big
Chappie won 3,915 races and his
moments of glory winning m ajor purses totaled well in excess of $21
stakes. Chapman also had his share million.
of tragedy. A New Year’ s eve fire in
This Memorial Day as we all
A long, long time ago (by har.ess later in the year, equalled that mark 1962 tragically wiped out his entire remember our own loved ones, we
racing
standards,
anyhow),
a at Hollywood Park in California.
stable of horses.
remember “ Chappie.”
gentlemen by the name of Raymond
During the next six seasons,
However, Chapman was a winner.
O not in cruelty, not in wrath
Gibson of Monroeville, Indiana bred Rambling Willie, despite recurring He bounced back; not to be denied.
The
Reaper came that day
a mare named Meadow Belle to problems that would end the career
It seems those that achieve the T ’was an angel visited the green
Rambling Fury.
of many an athlete, won more than greatest heights, climb the hardest earth and took the flowers away,
The resulting foal was a bay colt— 80 races, took a mark of 1:54.3 Achievements
and
H.W. Longfellow
eventually gelded—who earned the twice - and earned the staggering mountains.
grand total of $349 as a two year old sum of more than $1,500,000.
racing on the Hoosier state fair
Almost non-stop, week by week,
circuit after some matinee tuneups. Rambling Willie’s victory total, as
He seemed hardly “ The Horse That well as two minute mile total, kept
God Loved.”
increasing.
But, ever so slowly, and then ever
Whenever
he
campaigned,
so rapidly, Rambling Willie, under wherever he campaigned, harness
the ownership of Vivian Farrington racing fans in vast numbers cam e to
and Paul Siebert and under the see a genuine American hero.
guiding hands of Bob Farrington,
Finally, a long awaited book,
becam e a legend that will long be “ Rambling Willie: The Horse That
remembered.
God Loved,” written so graciously
Rambling Willie earned the first by Mssrs.
Evans and Pikelny,
of his many 2:00 accolades as a three captured his great career in pictures
year old in 1973 he was hardly a and words.
world beater, earning but $9,524 in
But Willie wasn’t quite through
nothing higher than conditioned yet.
company at Chicago’s Washington
As a 13 year old, in 1983, he won an
Park.
Invitational
event
at
The
The next year, 1974, he raced Meadowlands in 1:58, one eight wins
exclusively in Chitown, climbing the during his final year at the races.
class ladder to the Invitational rung
He retired after a Sept. 30 event at
and earning just short of $1000,000 on Chicago’s Sportman’s Park with 128
the strength of 11 wins.
career victories (79 of them in 2:00
It was in 1975 that he becam e the or faster) and more than $2,000,000
terror of the “ FFA” ranks.
in bounty.
Winning 19 races, finishing 1-2-3He was a great game racehor
in 35 of 37 starts and earning more se...never to be forgotten.
than a quarter million dollars,
And this year’ s Proximity Award
Rambling Willie took a mark of will further etch his name in Stan
1:56.1 at Sportsman’ s Park and, dardbred history.

Rambling Willie

U.S.T.A. News
Selena Lobell has been selected by
the U.S. Trotting Association as the
Harness Horse of the Month for her
accomplishments in April. During
the month the four-year-old mare
scored a victory over her archrival
Fancy Crown, the 1984 Harness
Horse of the Year, and also has the
fastest winning time among trotters
tins season.
Selena Lobell triumphed in two of
her three April outings, finishing
second
by
a neck
at
The
Meadowlands in the first of these
starts.
She then traveled
to
Rosecroft Raceway, where she
defeated Fancy Crown and four
other rivals enroute to a 1:59 victory
in a $40,000 invitational, that broke
the Rosecroft track record for
trotters established last October by

Fancy Crown.
In her most recent start, Selena
Lobell captured a $30,000 in
vitational at The Meadowlands in a
national season’ s mark of 1:57. It is
also a new lifetime mark for the
daughter of Speedy Crown. The win
boosted her 1985 earnings to $67,250.
She has collected more than $400,000
in her career.
In her initial start of 1985, Selena
Lobeli set a world record for aged
trotting mares on a five-eighths mile
track of 1:57.2. Regular driver
Mickey McNichol has been in the
sulky for each of Selena Lobell’ s
April starts for trainer Joe Caraluzzi
and her owners, the Readington
Stable of Whitehouse Sation, N.H.,
Robert Delaney of Flemington, N. J.,
and Gerald Batt of New Hope, Pa.

John Chapman, Hall of Famer, will be remembered this Memorial Day as a
talented, courageous trainer/driver.

Track Topics
All-time great basketball player
Wilt Chamberlain is back in harness
racing as a co-owner. Chamberlain
has owned harness horses in the
past, including the good colt
Rivaltime
in the
mid-60’ s.
Rivaltime was trained by the sport’s
newest Hall of Famer, George
Shorlty, and the sight of the 5’2”

Sholty and the 7’ 1” Chamberlain
standing side by side was something
to seeHTA’s Track Topics reported
Chamberlain as saying he plans to
train as well. No sulky company has
yet reported any order for a
specially-made sulky.
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Contact: Jean and Peter Burling

AUSTIN FARM
RR2 Box 194 Cornish, N.H. 03745
Tel. 603-675-6255

VAUSTIN

1
\FAR M /

THREE YEAR O L D G ELD IN G , RES
JU D ICA TA, 3. 2 : 0 5 f by C O R A L RIDGE out o f
SHAD Y D ALE AIR BABY. Racing ev ery w eek at P ocon o
D ow n s. R ecently 2 n d in 2 0 1 .2 , his ow n time 2 0 1 .3 .
ELIGIBLE N .H . SIRE STAKES & N .E. SULKY C H A M 
PIONSHIP w here he should be very com petitive. Sound,
good gaited and w ell-m annered. Priced for im m ediate
sale at $ 6 0 0 0 .

RACEWAY SETS THE PACE
Foxboro Raceway, Route 1, Foxboro, Ma 02035
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 558 Tel: (617) 543-5331

HORSES FOR SALE

Racing Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday
evening 7:45 p.m. Sunday afternoon 1:00 p.m.

FOXBORO STAKES PROGRAM
Sunday, May 26th
Saturday, July 6th
Sunday, July 21st
Saturday, August 17th
Saturday, September 7th
Sunday, O ctober 13th

FOR SALE:

$25,000 Bucky Day M em orial
Simon Bishop M em orial
$25,000 Spirit of Massachusetts
Foxboro Freshm en P ace
Foxboro Freshm en Filly P ace
$50,000 D iscovery P ace

E le v e n -y e a r -o ld g e ld in g , n o w racing at Saratoga.
• F iv e -y e a r -o ld m a r e , rea d y to q u a lify .
• T h r e e -y e a r -o ld c o l t , rea d y to q u a lify . T h e tw o
y o u n g h orses are sired b y a 66B e s t O f A ll 99 sta llio n .
T h e t h r e e -y e a r -o ld is sta k ed in N ew E n g la n d — all
f e e s p a id .
R ea so n F o r S ellin g — D u e to H e a lth

•

For Additional Information Contact:

Dr. D.S. Roach
R.F.D. Box 665
Tel. 802-694-1422

NEW ENGLAND SULKY

Vt.

CHAMPIONSHIP

3 Y R . O LD E L IG IB L E S
The following horses must race in their individual sire stakes program to remain eligible.
Horses must also race in their sire stakes program to accumulate points towards eliminations and finals.
FILLY PACERS

COLT PACERS
Chinbro Sue’s Skip
Farbro Surf
Fireglow Black Byrd
Gaelic Admiral
Glorious Steph
Good Time Casey
Little Dress
Mr. Stamford
Mr. Scotty Mac
Nasty Rip Off
Pacific Coast
Perfect Diva
Phyl Will Win
Res Judicata
Riv-Lea Coral Dale
Riv-Lea John C
Riv-Lea Roma
Riv-Lea Wahoo
Salisbury Ed
Scarlotti
Taco Jac
T.C.’s Shadow
Timely Bandit
Trusty Blibo
Trusty Wise Guy

☆

(ME)
(MA)
(ME)
(ME)
(ME)
(VT)
(MA)
(VT)
(NH)
(MA)
(NH)
(NH)
(NH)
(NH)
(NH)
(NH)
(NH)
(NH)
(VT)
(NH)
(NH)
(ME)
(MA)
(ME)
(ME)

Abbe Bay
Antalee Royalee
Bay State Kate
Best Waltz
C.B. Steady
Fancy Her
Gaelic Brogue
Gaelic Nemesis
Glenamaddy
Grecian Maiden
Halo Coral Star
Just Mae Bea
Kartlane Fair
Kartlane Star
Riv-Lea Gemini
Riv-Lea Pass U By
Riv-Lea Power
Romaleen
Slightly Sassy Pam
Susie Kash
Swanzey Holly
Trusty Kash

TROTTERS
(VT)
(NH)
(MA)
(NH)
(NH)
(MA)
(ME)
(ME)
(MA)
(NH)
(NH)
(ME)
(MA)
(MA)
(NH)
(NH)
(NH)
(NH)
(NH)
(ME)
(ME)
(ME)

Bayama’s Key
Christopher John
Close Watch
Dark Island Lad
Gaelic Caress
Hurricane Jeffrey
Hurricane Mike
Hurricane Peach
Katy Garascia
Knight Blood
Knotch Hlil April
Right On Target
Riv-Lea Dunweli
Riv-Lea Rose
Riv-Lea Snowflake
Salisbury Stu
Sliver Moonshine

☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ T h i s list is subject to omissions and errors. &

(MA)
(MA)
(ME)
(NH)
(ME)
(ME)
(ME)
(ME)
(MA)
(MA)
(ME)
(NH)
(NH)
(NH)
(NH)
(VT)
(VT)

W W W W W W W W

SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
Opening Day Extravaganza...

Back Better Than Ever...

A record opener w as estab lish ed from the beginning when G regB ow d eiM von w ith
G oldcreek Canuck in 2:03, to the last race won with Chador in 2:04.

Children a lso joined in the fe stiv itie s on opening day with a sp ecia lty program
which included c a m e l and elephant rides.

The new ly renovated box sea t area in the grandstand w as tilled to cap acity on
opening dav when racing en th u siasts turned out for a; view of the track.

Ihe new $2 m illion dollar clubhouse is in full view , as Foxy Jac wins the feature
race at Scarborough Downs.

B alloons, clow ns and face-painting rounded out a p erfect day for children as the
adults enjoyed the race program at the Downs.

The new $2 m illion clubhouse w as sold out on opening day, as fans enjoyed dining
and view ing the races in air conditioned com fort.

Maine’s Seaside Half-Mile Oval

